Little Miss Perfect (Series 2)
12 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Destinee v Shelbie
Shelbie Rhodes, age seven, is ready to make a comeback after a long break from pageants. With
the Little Miss Perfect pageant coming up in Dallas, Texas, this is her chance to get back on stage.
Shelbie has never been a big winner so her Mom is ready to do whatever it takes to make Shelbie
the total package.

2. Brianna v Lexi
5 year old Brianna Rodriguez and her mother Griselda are new to the world of pageants but that
doesn’t stop Griselda from seeing her daughter as a pro. Griselda is sure Brianna has what it
takes to make it to the top in pageantry. The Rodriguez’ pride themselves on being original and
plan on wowing the judges with a Barbie-in-a-Box routine.

3. Madison v Angelina
At 8 years old, Madison has it all – a supportive family, a dedicated coach, and some groovy
outfits. Nicole, Madison’s mom, believes all the add-ons – fake nails, hairpieces and a spray tan –
will help her daughter win. Madison even has a ‘flipper’: false teeth that fit over her own teeth and
help hide a smile that has yet to be corrected with braces.

4. Asia v Kaylee
Asia Hickman is a beauty queen on a mission to impress the toughest judge of all, her Mom. Asia
is getting ready for the upcoming Little Miss Perfect pageant in Nashville, Tennessee. With her
military mom coming home for the first time in months, Asia and her grandmother are ready to
show off an elaborate routine featuring Asia as a soldier driving a motorized tank.

5. Trinity v Taylor

Kelly and her daughter Trinity have been doing pageants for years and Trinity has won just about
every one she’s competed in. Trinity isn’t a big fan of practicing, so Kelly turns to Coach Melissa to
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help Trinity get ready. The biggest challenge will be to master her Wow Wear routine, a Las Vegas
showgirl routine complete with back-up dancers.

6. Mayce v Jacee
Even though she’s only 5, Mayce Hardin is an experienced pageant girl and the current Tiny Miss
Alabama. Mayce’s friend, Jacee will also be competing. She too has years of pageant experience
and more trophies and banners than she knows what to do with! Will the friendship survive the
competition?

7. Kiki v Kiersten
Kiki mom, Adrienne, are pageant professionals. Kiki wins most of her pageants, but unfortunately,
in the Little Miss Perfect pageant, Kiki will have to compete in the interview category, her worst
event. With the pageant only a few days away, Kiki’s coach Carolyn drills her with practice
questions but there’s no way of knowing what will happen once she gets on stage.

8. Patience v Jayne
Patience is coached up until the moment she steps on to the stage. Her performance is always
good but her mother is never sure if it’s good enough. Jayne is incredibly excited about the
pageant but right before she is to get on stage for the interview competition, she complains about
a pain in her stomach.

9. Maggie v Taylor v Madison
Madison hasn’t done a big glitz pageant in a while so will need more help to prepare. Mom
Heather decides to bring in family friend Laura to coach Madison and teach her a brand new
routine. Laura works hard to bring up Madison’s confidence before the pageant and Heather just
hopes her youngest daughter’s sweet nature and personality shine onstage.

10. Kyndal v Alyssa
Katie has done all she can do to give her daughter Kyndal the tools she needs to do well, but
pageant day isn’t a smooth ride. She’s nervous on stage and fussy about her outfit. Things aren’t
much smoother for Magdalena since Alyssa seems to be having mood swings, and they can’t find
the rope to abseil down the wall for Wow Wear.

11. Kayla v Aliyah
Kayla is an accomplished dancer and the current Petite Miss American Clogger. But Little Miss
Perfect is Kayla’s first glitz pageant and her mom, Dawn, wants to make sure her daughter has all
she needs. Dawn insists on doing everything herself – from making Kayla’s beauty dress, to
applying her makeup and styling her hair on the day of the pageant.
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12. Kaylee v Shelby

Kaylee is practicing her Wow Wear routine. The pageant director, Michael, is there to see the
improvements and tells her she’s come a long way. Shelby also gets to practice on stage with her
Dad, but with so little practice time, they have trouble getting through all the steps. On pageant
day, both girls are ready to compete!
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